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SUMMARY

Varimax factor rotations, while popular among practitioners in psychology and statistics since
being introduced by H. Kaiser, have historically been viewed with skepticism and suspicion by
some theoreticians and mathematical statisticians. Now, work by K. Rohe and M. Zeng provides
new, fundamental insight: varimax rotations provably perform statistical estimation in certain
classes of latent variable models when paired with spectral-based matrix truncations for dimen-
sionality reduction. We build on this newfound understanding of varimax rotations by devel-
oping further connections to network analysis and spectral methods rooted in entrywise matrix
perturbation analysis. Concretely, this paper establishes the asymptotic multivariate normality
of vectors in varimax-transformed Euclidean point clouds that represent low-dimensional node
embeddings in certain latent space random graph models. We address related concepts including
network sparsity, data denoising, and the role of matrix rank in latent variable parameterizations.
Collectively, these findings, at the confluence of classical and contemporary multivariate anal-
ysis, reinforce methodology and inference procedures grounded in matrix factorization-based
techniques. Numerical examples illustrate our findings and supplement our discussion.

Some key words: Data embedding; factor analysis; latent variable; network; random graph; varimax rotation.

1. INTRODUCTION

1.1. Background
Factor analysis has a long, rich history as a tenet of multivariate data analysis in statistics

and psychology. Stemming from foundational work by F. Galton, K. Pearson, and C. Spearman
more than a century ago, factor analysis developed under the auspices of numerous researchers
including L. Thurstone, H. Kaiser, H. Rubin, M.G. Kendall, and T.W. Anderson (Vincent, 1953;
Bartholomew, 1995). In the twenty-first century, conducting factor analysis remains a mainstay
of applied scientific domains, finding widespread use throughout psychology (Fabrigar et al.,
1999; Brown, 2015), economics (Chamberlain & Rothschild, 1983; Bai & Ng, 2008), and biol-
ogy (Alter et al., 2000; Argelaguet et al., 2018).

Much has been written about factor analysis. According to some:

Factor analysis is a branch of statistical theory concerned with the resolution of
a set of descriptive variables in terms of a small number of categories or factors.
(Holzinger & Harman, 1941, p. 3)

According to others:
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Factor analysis is not a purely statistical technique; there is always a certain amount
of guesswork in it which no fair-minded person would attempt to deny; but factor
analysis is chiefly a research tool, and there is of necessity a lot of guesswork in all
research [...] (Vincent, 1953, p. 117)

Ultimately, matrices lie at the heart of this apparent dichotomy. In their role as linear transfor-
mations, different matrices are used in practice to obtain differently rotated estimated factors
or loadings, with the goal of obtaining scientifically meaningful, interpretable coordinate direc-
tions (Thurstone, 1935). Practitioners frequently select from a collection of diverse optimization
criteria, leading to differently transformed point cloud configurations in low-dimensional Eu-
clidean space via orthogonal or oblique matrices, with the most common criteria being promax,
quartimax, equimax, and finally varimax (Kaiser, 1958), the focus of this paper.

Historically, researchers have sought to develop theory that coherently justifies the aforemen-
tioned process of rotating estimates and the widespread subsequent empirical validation of ex-
ploratory analyses. Such efforts have largely centered around classical Gaussian data generating
models and maximum likelihood-based procedures (Anderson & Rubin, 1956; Anderson, 1962).
In the case of varimax factor rotation matrices, which are orthogonal matrices, the process of
rotating estimates neither alters the behavior of standard Gaussian likelihoods nor does it affect
overall least-squares reconstruction error. Taken together, these observations have led some to
believe that factor analysis is plagued by a fundamental conundrum.

At long last, Rohe & Zeng (2023) sheds new light on the statistical properties of varimax
factor rotations. The authors place their results in the context of certain so-called semiparamet-
ric factor models which produce data matrices in high-dimensional ambient space that possess
low-dimensional population-level latent structure. Under certain identifiability conditions and
assumptions that are markedly non-Gaussian, it is shown that pairing varimax rotations with the
truncated singular value decomposition of an observed data matrix allows one to accurately esti-
mate underlying generative variables. Put differently, Rohe & Zeng (2023) establishes that vari-
max rotations provably perform statistical estimation in certain classes of latent variable models
when applied to spectral-based matrix truncations for dimensionality reduction.

The novel theoretical insights provided in Rohe & Zeng (2023) have been enabled by the con-
temporary emergence and proliferation of entrywise matrix perturbation analysis (Abbe et al.,
2020; Cape et al., 2019b,a; Fan et al., 2018, 2021), partially summarized in the monograph Chen
et al. (2021). At a high level, this line of work provides fine-grained high-resolution analysis
of structured data matrices and their perturbations arising from statistical models. For such set-
tings, matrix perturbations pertaining to estimation procedures can be precisely analyzed and
significantly differ from deterministic worst-case behavior reflected by the classical theorems of
C. Davis, W. Kahan, P.-Å. Wedin, and H. Weyl found in matrix analysis textbooks.

Random graph and network models, typified by the study of large-dimensional adjacency ma-
trices that represent pairwise interactions between vertices, or nodes, via the presence or absence
of edges, or links, are among the statistical settings where modern matrix perturbation tools are
advancing methodology and inference capabilities. As addressed in the present paper, entrywise
and indeed row-wise perturbation analysis can be used to obtain high-resolution uniform er-
ror rates and asymptotic fluctuations that hold at the level of individual node embeddings; such
results improve upon coarser, average error rates available from classical matrix theory. Fur-
ther still, certain random graph models that possess latent structure can be viewed as cousins
of general factor models, thereby motivating concurrent interest in varimax factor rotations for
obtaining interpretable coordinate representations in network settings.
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1.2. Contributions of this paper
This paper studies the large-sample theoretical properties of varimax-transformed network

embeddings in the context of latent variable stochastic graph models. We establish asymptotic
multivariate normality results for low-dimensional node-specific embedding vectors which es-
timate generative latent variables. Our results hold for models of undirected networks, directed
networks, and degree-corrected networks. Taken together, this paper builds upon the uniform
error analysis of varimax conducted in Rohe & Zeng (2023). Our results contribute to the con-
temporary proliferation of theory, methods, and applications for spectral graph clustering, and
for multivariate analysis more generally. We provide further evidence that varimax factor rota-
tions, when paired with spectral methods for dimensionality reduction, provide a coherent spec-
tral estimation strategy. Spectral methods for dimensionality reduction offer more than merely
exploratory data analysis capabilities: they do, in fact, possess significance criteria and quantifi-
able estimation accuracy by virtue of our being able to discern the behavior of their asymptotic
fluctuations. Moreover, given the simplicity, flexibility, and computational scalability afforded by
truncated matrix factorizations, spectral methods serve as a useful alternative to likelihood-based
methods in practice.

This paper provides numerical examples but deliberately avoids real data analysis with vari-
max, since hundreds of existing papers have already demonstrated its empirical success and show
post hoc improved interpretability of rotated estimated loadings and factors. Rather, this work is
one of only a few existing papers to date that studies the theoretical properties of varimax factor
rotations in statistical latent variable models. Interested readers can find further discussion of
related twenty-first century real data applications and methodological advances in, for example,
Rohe & Zeng (2023); Chen & Rohe (2020).

2. PRELIMINARIES

The generic factor model posits that observed data X = [x1, . . . , xn] ∈ Rp×n take the form

X = µ1T
n + LFT + E, (1)

where µ ∈ Rp is an intercept vector, 1n ∈ Rn is a vector of all ones, L = [l1, . . . , lp]
T ∈ Rp×d is

a matrix of unobserved factor loadings, F = [f1, . . . , fn]
T ∈ Rn×d is a matrix of unobserved in-

dividual factors, and E ∈ Rp×n is a matrix of error terms having mean zero, typically presumed
to be uncorrelated with or independent of L and F . The problem of interest is to estimate µ,
L, and F , given knowledge of the true dimension d ≪ p, n or with an estimate thereof. Addi-
tional identifiability conditions are commonly assumed to enable inference in Eq. (1), e.g., see
Anderson & Rubin (1956); Fan et al. (2021).

Classical matrix perturbation theory, based on Weyl’s inequality for singular values (Weyl,
1912) and Wedin’s sine theta theorem for singular subspaces (Wedin, 1972), establishes that
the data matrix X , after centering, is well-approximated by LFT when the error term E has a
comparatively small effect, for example, when its operator norm is small relative to that of LFT.
Given that the matrix LFT is necessarily low rank since d ≪ p, n, a natural candidate estimator is
to take a singular value truncation of X . Here, the challenge remains how to construct estimates
L̂ and F̂ from X so as to then quantify their statistical properties at a more refined level of
granularity than mere operator norm or Frobenius norm bounds permit.

In the above display, Eq. (1) is an example of a signal-plus-noise matrix model, in which an
observed matrix X additively decomposes into a signal term µ1T

n + LFT and a noise term E.
Spectral methods are particularly well suited for such models which naturally arise in numerous
statistical applications including network analysis, image denoising, and covariance matrix esti-
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mation. In these settings, computing an appropriate truncated singular value decomposition often
has the effect of denoising data, in an effort to approximate the underlying, unobserved signal.
Our study of varimax factor rotations is rooted in this context.

Under the semiparametric factor model of Rohe & Zeng (2023), though here using slightly
different notation, one observes a data matrix A ∈ Rn×m consisting of independent entries such
that, for latent factor matrices Z ∈ Rn×d, Y ∈ Rm×d and a latent full rank matrix of coefficients
B ∈ Rd×d, at the population level, in expectation,

E(A | Z, Y ) = ZBY T. (2)

Upon observing A, the goal is to consistently estimate the matrices Z and Y . Conditional on
Z and Y , writing A = ZBY T + (A− ZBY T) illustrates signal-plus-noise matrix model form.
Focusing here on Z for the sake of discussion, Rohe & Zeng (2023) proposes and studies estima-
tors of the form Ẑ = n1/2ÛR

Û
, where the orthonormal matrix Û consists of the top left singular

vectors of A and the orthogonal matrix R
Û

maximizes the varimax objective function

Varimax
(
R; Û

)
=

d∑
j=1

1

n

n∑
i=1

(ÛR)4ij −

{
1

n

n∑
k=1

(ÛR)2kj

}2
 (3)

over the set of d-dimensional orthogonal matrices, denoted by R ∈ O(d) ={
R ∈ Rd×d : RRT = RTR = Id

}
. Solutions R

Û
, deemed varimax factor rotations, are by

inspection only unique up to multiplication by signed permutation matrices, the latter of which
are denoted by Π ∈ P(d) = {Π ∈ O(d) : Πij ∈ {−1, 0, 1}}. Moreover, since Û consists of
orthonormal columns, maximizing Eq. (3) is equivalent to maximizing the expression ∥ÛR∥4ℓ4
as a function of R, again over the set of d× d orthogonal matrices.

For certain latent variable statistical matrix models, including but not limited to semi-sparse
stochastic blockmodels to be specified in Section 3, Rohe & Zeng (2023) establishes that the
n× d matrix of latent factors Z is well-estimated by Ẑ in the sense that the uniform row-wise
estimation error asymptotically vanishes with high probability as n → ∞ when m ≍ n, i.e.,

inf
Π∈P(d)

max
1≤i≤n

∥Ẑi −ΠT · Zi∥ℓ2 = oP(1). (4)

In fact, more is true, since Rohe & Zeng (2023) provides explicit, context-specific big-O bounds
that hold with high probability. To be clear, these bounds control the maximum Euclidean row
norm, denoted alternatively at times by ℓ2,∞ or ∥ · ∥2,∞ or ∥ · ∥2→∞. Additional comments are
provided in Section 3.5.

Our point of departure is Eq. (4). We seek to quantify the asymptotic distribution and covari-
ance structure of individual vectors in varimax-transformed Euclidean point clouds correspond-
ing to spectral embeddings of networks. Our subsequent usage of the breve symbol to write Z̆i

in Section 3 plays the role of Zi in Section 2 provided the latter is assumed to be appropriately
scaled for identifiability.

3. MAIN RESULTS

3.1. Setup
In an effort to streamline the readability of the main results, the following three subsections are

devoted to stand-alone statements of three main theorems. Our asymptotic results hold for undi-
rected, directed, and degree-corrected stochastic blockmodel graphs (Holland et al., 1983; Karrer
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& Newman, 2011) as specified below. Throughout, latent cluster memberships are represented
using the canonical set of k-dimensional standard basis vectors, denoted by {e1, . . . , ek}.

Concretely, this paper considers the following algorithm for obtaining low-dimensional
varimax-rotated data embeddings from large observed data matrices.

Algorithm 1: Dimensionality reduction for blockmodel-type data using varimax.
– Input: An adjacency matrix A ∈ {0, 1}n×m and embedding dimension value r ≪ min(n,m).

1. Compute the best rank-r approximation of A. Let Û ∈ Rn×r denote the top-r left singular
vectors of A, and let V̂ ∈ Rm×r denote the top-r right singular vectors of A.

2. Separately for Û and V̂ , compute an orthogonal matrix that maximize the varimax objective
function, i.e.,

R
Û
∈ argmax

R∈O(r)
Varimax(R; Û), R

V̂
∈ argmax

R∈O(r)
Varimax(R; V̂ ).

– Output: The estimated latent factor matrices Ẑ = n1/2ÛR
Û

and Ŷ = m1/2V̂ R
V̂

.
(Optional: The value r could instead be selected in a data-driven manner, for example, based
on inspecting the singular values of A.)

In this paper, Ẑ and Ŷ are viewed as statistical estimators, and their row-wise distributional
properties are quantified in the large-data limit. In practice, after obtaining Ẑ and Ŷ , analysts
might choose to visualize them using pair-pair plots, to apply a clustering algorithm to their
rows, or to use them as plug-in estimates, depending on the problem at hand.

The above algorithm is sufficient for the purposes of this paper. We emphasize that Algorithm 1
represents a special case of the more general vsp algorithm developed in Rohe & Zeng (2023).
Therein, the authors provide supporting discussion and guidance regarding the utility of optional
centering, recentering, and scaling steps that are appropriate for more general data settings but
are beyond the scope of the present paper.

3.2. Undirected stochastic blockmodels
Fix k ≥ 2. Let π be a k-dimensional probability vector with positive entries summing to unity.

Let B ∈ (0, 1)k×k be a full-rank symmetric matrix. Given any positive integer n, for all i ∈
{1, . . . , n} generate independent, identically distributed k-dimensional latent indicator vectors
Zi ∼ G = Multinomial(1;π), arranged in the matrix Z = [Z1, . . . , Zn]

T ∈ {0, 1}n×k.
Conditional on Z, sample a symmetric adjacency matrix A ∈ {0, 1}n×n whose upper tri-

angular entries are independent Bernoulli random variables with edge probabilities given by
E(A | Z) = ρZBZT, where ρ = ρn ∈ (0, 1] denotes a sparsity term. Define Ẑi as the i-th row
of Ẑ = n1/2ÛR

Û
obtained from Algorithm 1. Let Z̆i = diag(π)−1/2Zi.

THEOREM 1. Assume the undirected stochastic blockmodel setting of Section 3.2 with nρ =
ω(logc n) for some sufficiently large constant c > 1 where either ρ = 1 or ρ → 0 with limit ρ∞.
It suffices to set c = 20. There exists a sequence of signed permutation matrices (ΠZ) ⊂ P(k)
such that for any choice of fixed index i, as n → ∞, the sequence of random vectors of the form

(nρ)1/2
{
ΠZ · Ẑi − Z̆i | Zi = eℓ

}
(5)

converges in distribution to a multivariate Gaussian random vector with mean zero and covari-
ance matrix given by{

diag(π)−1/2 · T−1
B · J ·∆−1

X

}
· Eξ{gρ∞(ξ, TBeℓ)} ·

{
∆−1

X · J · (T−1
B )T · diag(π)−1/2

}
.

(6)
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In Eq. (6), TB = |ΛB|1/2UT
B is defined in terms of the spectral decomposition of B such that

B = TT
BJTB where J = diag(1p,−1q) ∈ Rk×k when B has p positive eigenvalues and q nega-

tive eigenvalues. Furthermore, ∆X = E(ξξT) where ξ ∼ TBG, and gρ∞(ξ, x) = (xTJξ) · (1−
ρ∞xTJξ) · ξξT where ρ∞ ∈ {0, 1}.

3.3. Directed stochastic blockmodels
Fix k ≥ 2. Let πZ and πY be two k-dimensional probability vectors each having positive

entries summing to unity. Let B ∈ (0, 1)k×k be a full-rank matrix though not necessarily sym-
metric. Given any positive integer n, for all i ∈ {1, . . . , n} generate independent, identically dis-
tributed k-dimensional latent indicator vectors Zi ∼ G = Multinomial(1;πZ), arranged in the
matrix Z = [Z1, . . . , Zn]

T ∈ {0, 1}n×k. Similarly, for all j ∈ {1, . . . , n}, generate independent,
identically distributed k-dimensional latent indicator vectors Yj ∼ H = Multinomial(1;πY ),
arranged in the matrix Y = [Y1, . . . , Yn]

T ∈ {0, 1}n×k.
Conditional on Z and Y , sample a directed adjacency matrix A ∈ {0, 1}n×n consisting of

independent Bernoulli entries with edge probabilities given by E(A | Z, Y ) = ρZBY T, where
ρ = ρn ∈ (0, 1] denotes a sparsity term. Define Ẑi as the i-th row of Ẑ = n1/2ÛR

Û
obtained

from Algorithm 1. Similarly, define Ŷj as the j-th row of Ŷ = n1/2V̂ R
V̂

obtained from Algo-
rithm 1. Let Z̆i = diag(πZ)

−1/2Zi and Y̆j = diag(πY )
−1/2Yj .

THEOREM 2. Assume the directed stochastic blockmodel setting of Section 3.3 with nρ =
ω(logc n) for some sufficiently large constant c > 1 where either ρ = 1 or ρ → 0 with limit ρ∞.
It suffices to set c = 20. There exists a sequence of signed permutation matrices (ΠZ) ⊂ P(k)
such that for any choice of fixed index i, as n → ∞, the sequence of random vectors of the form

(nρ)1/2
{
ΠZ · Ẑi − Z̆i | Zi = eℓ

}
(7)

converges in distribution to a multivariate Gaussian random vector with mean zero and covari-
ance matrix given by{

diag(πZ)
−1/2 · T−1

Ξ ·∆−1
Υ

}
· Eυ {gρ∞(υ, TΞeℓ)} ·

{
∆−1

Υ · (T−1
Ξ )T · diag(πZ)−1/2

}
. (8)

Simultaneously, there exists a sequence of signed permutation matrices (ΠY ) ⊂ P(k) such
that for any choice of fixed index j, as n → ∞, the sequence of random vectors of the form

(nρ)1/2
{
ΠY · Ŷj − Y̆j | Yj = eℓ

}
(9)

converges in distribution to a multivariate Gaussian random vector with mean zero and covari-
ance matrix given by{

diag(πY )
−1/2 · T−1

Υ ·∆−1
Ξ

}
· Eξ {gρ∞(ξ, TΥeℓ)} ·

{
∆−1

Ξ · (T−1
Υ )T · diag(πY )−1/2

}
. (10)

In Eqs. (8) and (10), the matrices of coefficients TΞ = S
1/2
B UT

B and TΥ = S
1/2
B V T

B are defined in
terms of the singular value decomposition of B, written B = UBSBV

T
B . Here, ∆Ξ = E(ξξT)

where ξ ∼ TΞG, ∆Υ = E(υυT) where υ ∼ TΥH, and gρ∞(α, β) = (βTα) · (1− ρ∞βTα) ·
ααT with ρ∞ ∈ {0, 1} takes k-dimensional input vectors α and β.

In general, the asymptotic covariance matrices differ for Eq. (7) and Eq. (9). The asymptotic
distribution of Eq. (7) depends on the distribution H, and similarly, Eq. (9) depends on the
distribution G, manifest in the covariance expressions Eqs. (8) and (10).

For simplicity, Theorem 2 is stated and proved for large, square adjacency matrices. It can
be shown that asymptotic normality continues to hold for rectangular adjacency matrices A ∈
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{0, 1}n×m in the large-system asymptotic regime n,m → ∞ when n and m grow at the same
rate, requiring only minor modifications to the current notation and proof.

3.4. Degree-corrected stochastic blockmodels
Fix k ≥ 2. Let π be a k-dimensional probability vector with positive entries summing to

unity. Let B ∈ (0, 1)k×k be a full-rank symmetric matrix. Given any positive integer n, for all
i ∈ {1, . . . , n} generate independent, identically distributed k-dimensional latent indicator vec-
tors Zi ∼ G = Multinomial(1;π), arranged in the matrix Z = [Z1, . . . , Zn]

T ∈ {0, 1}n×k. In-
dependently of Z, generate independent, identically distributed scalar degree parameters θi ∼ H
from a distribution H with compact support contained in the open unit interval, to form the vector
of degree-heterogeneity parameters θ = (θ1, . . . , θn)

T.
Conditional on Z and θ, sample a symmetric adjacency matrix A ∈ {0, 1}n×n whose upper

triangular entries are independent Bernoulli random variables with edge probabilities given by
E(A | Z, θ) = ρ diag(θ)ZBZT diag(θ), where ρ = ρn ∈ (0, 1] denotes a sparsity term. Define
Ẑi as the i-th row of Ẑ = n1/2ÛR

Û
obtained from Algorithm 1. Let Z̆ ′

i = diag(η)−1/2 · (θiZi)

where η = E(θ21Z
2
1 ) ∈ Rk.

THEOREM 3. Assume the degree-corrected stochastic blockmodel setting of Section 3.4 with
nρ = ω(logc n) for some sufficiently large constant c > 1 where either ρ = 1 or ρ → 0 with limit
ρ∞. It suffices to set c = 20. There exists a sequence of signed permutation matrices (ΠZ) ⊂
P(k) such that, for any choice of fixed index i and any vector a ∈ Rk, it holds that

pr
{
(nρ)1/2

(
ΠZ · Ẑi − Z̆ ′

i

)
≤ a

}
−→

∫
suppF

Φ {a,Γρ∞(b)}dF(b) (11)

in the large-n limit, where F denotes the product distribution GH and Φ {·, ·} denotes the mean
zero multivariate Gaussian cumulative distribution function evaluated at the vector a ∈ Rk with
covariance matrix Γρ∞(b), for b ∈ suppF , given by{

diag(η)−1/2 · T−1
B · J ·∆−1

X′

}
· Eξ′{gρ∞(ξ′, b)} ·

{
∆−1

X′ · J · (T−1
B )T · diag(η)−1/2

}
. (12)

Above, TB = |ΛB|1/2UT
B satisfies B = TT

BJTB where J = diag(1p,−1q) ∈ Rk×k when B has
p positive eigenvalues and q negative eigenvalues. Further, ∆X′ = E(ξ′ξ′T) where ξ′ ∼ TBGH,
and gρ∞(ξ′, b) = (bTJξ′) · (1− ρ∞bTJξ′) · ξ′ξ′T where ρ∞ ∈ {0, 1}.

3.5. Coda to main results
Several remarks are in order to further contextualize and clarify the main results. First, regard-

ing notation, the literature on stochastic blockmodels commonly writes Zi to denote the unscaled
community membership vector for node i taking values in the set of k-dimensional standard ba-
sis vectors. Above, our notation Z̆i indicates that the community membership vector is scaled
for the sake of identifiability, though for simplicity we drop the breve symbol in some of the sur-
rounding discussion here. Second, writing the entrywise matrix statement Ẑ ≈ ZΠ corresponds
to writing the column vector statement Ẑi ≈ ΠTZi and hence ΠẐi ≈ Zi uniformly for all vector
indices i ∈ {1, . . . , n}.

In the main theorems, each sequence of signed permutation matrices (Π) ⊂ P(k) is implicitly
indexed by n and does not depend on the choice of node index i. The need to account for these
matrices is unavoidable in general and discussed further in Section 6.

The big-O rate established in Rohe & Zeng (2023) for stochastic blockmodels, which im-
plies the uniform error bound in Eq. (4), is approximately OP

{
(nρ)−1/4

}
, ignoring logarithmic

terms. In contrast, the results in this paper suggest the non-uniform row-wise ℓ2 norm bound
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OP

{
(nρ)−1/2

}
, ignoring logarithmic terms, noting that asymptotic normality is driven by the

stabilization of a linear combination of independent latent bounded random variables. To be
clear, this paper obtains asymptotic normality for individual low-dimensional embedding vec-
tors, thereby building on the results in Rohe & Zeng (2023), but without obtaining an improved
uniform error bound for Eq. (4).

The independence assumption between Zi and Yi in each tuple (Zi, Yi) in Section 3.3 is
conventional, though it is perhaps possible that versions of Eqs. (7) and (9) continue to hold
under certain forms of dependence. The choice of constant c = 20 in the growth condition
nρ = ω(logc n), i.e., nρ/(logc n) → ∞ where logc n = (log n)c, is made for convenience and
is based on the perturbation analysis collectively found in Cape et al. (2019a); Tang et al. (2022);
Rohe & Zeng (2023). The asymptotic covariance matrices depend on the graph sparsity regime
ρ∞ ∈ {0, 1} and convey larger asymptotic variability when ρ∞ = 0 compared to the dense graph
regime ρ∞ = 1.

A key challenge in going from the ℓ2,∞ bound in Rohe & Zeng (2023) to a row-wise dis-
tributional guarantee is to decompose the matrix difference between the sample quantity and
the population-level quantity, namely the difference between the estimated latent factors and
ground-truth latent factors, into tractable dominant and residual terms that reflect the underly-
ing signal-plus-noise structure. Beyond simply identifying the dominant leading-order behavior
in the perturbation analysis, it must then be appropriately oriented and decomposed so as to
obtain explicit formulas for the asymptotic mean vector and covariance matrix in terms of the
data-generating model parameters. Non-trivial bookkeeping and analysis involving various or-
thogonal transformations is required. Further details and discussions can be found in the proofs
which are provided in the Supplementary Material.

4. NUMERICAL EXAMPLES

4.1. Four-block undirected stochastic blockmodel graphs
Here, we simulate 100 undirected stochastic blockmodel graphs as defined in Section 3.2, each

having n = 5000 nodes, sparsity term ρ = 1, and with block connectivity matrix and member-
ship probability vector given by

B =


0.6 0.2 0.1 0.1

· 0.7 0.05 0.05

· · 0.6 0.25

· · · 0.6

 , π = (0.25, 0.25, 0.25, 0.25)T,

inspired by the simulation study in Chen & Rohe (2020). We separately embed each graph
adjacency matrix A(j) into dimension k = 4 to obtain a varimax-transformed matrix estimate
Ẑ(j) ∈ Rn×k using the function varimax in the R package stats. Given each graph em-
bedding, we compute estimated class-conditional covariance matrices Σ̂

(j)
ℓ for each cluster

label ℓ ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4} by fitting a one-component Gaussian density to the collection of vec-
tors (nρ)1/2

{
ΠZ · Ẑ(j)

i − Z̆i

}
satisfying Zi = eℓ. Our implementation uses the expectation–

maximization algorithm found in the R package mclust. In this simulation setting, the signed
permutation matrix ΠZ can be computed using knowledge of the true latent factor matrix Z,
though it is only needed to ensure proper ordering of coordinates and signs for comparison with
the theoretical asymptotic covariance matrices. Here, Table 1 reports the block-wise averages
of the relative errors ∥Σ̂(j)

ℓ − Σℓ∥F/∥Σℓ∥F computed in Frobenius norm, 1 ≤ ℓ ≤ k, together
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with sample standard errors, each scaled by a factor of one hundred for readability. As a further
illustration, compare for example Σ̂

(1)
1 with Σ1 and Σ̂

(1)
2 with Σ2 below.

Σ1
·
=


14.7 −5.84 −1.71 −1.71

· 7.42 0.196 0.196

· · 7.11 −4.65

· · · 7.11

 , Σ̂
(1)
1

·
=


14.4 −6.00 −1.75 −1.69

· 7.75 0.372 0.176

· · 6.67 −4.29

· · · 6.72

 ,

Σ2
·
=


10.2 −5.25 −1.07 −1.07

· 9.08 0.054 0.054

· · 3.77 −2.43

· · · 3.77

 , Σ̂
(1)
2

·
=


11.4 −5.92 −1.04 −1.43

· 9.41 0.215 0.079

· · 3.32 −2.10

· · · 3.64

 .

Strictly speaking, for each stochastic blockmodel graph, Theorem 1 does not simultaneously
hold jointly for all order O(n) embedding vectors in each block ℓ. In particular, there is depen-
dence in the order O(n) vectors used to construct Σ̂(j)

ℓ , and we do not claim that the estima-
tion approach used in the current numerical example is optimal for estimating the asymptotic
variances and covariances. Nevertheless, embedding the graphs and then aggregating the node
embeddings follows conventional spectral graph clustering methodology, and doing so produces
reasonably close agreement between empirical and theoretical covariances as shown in Table 1.

Table 1: Estimation of asymptotic covariance matrices in Section 4.1

Block 1 Block 2 Block 3 Block 4

Rel. Frob. error (sample stand. err.) ×100 6.198 (0.2491) 6.383 (0.2505) 5.506 (0.2352) 5.424 (0.2460)

4.2. Two-block directed stochastic blockmodel graphs
Here, we simulate directed stochastic blockmodel graphs according to Section 3.3, with

left block membership vector πZ = (0.25, 0.75)T, right block membership vector πY =
(0.667, 0.333)T, sparsity term ρ = 1, and block connectivity matrix defined entrywise as
B11 = 0.4, B12 = 0.6, B21 = 0.3, B22 = 0.7. For two independent graphs of size n = 103 and
n = 104, respectively, Fig. 1 depicts the varimax-transformed graph embeddings for the left and
right estimated latent factor matrices. Crucially, the point cloud centroids lie along the standard
coordinate axes, however each block exhibits elliptic radial covariance structure whose axes do
not simultaneously align with the standard axes. In addition, each theoretical covariance matrix
is reasonably well estimated in relative Frobenius norm by its sample counterpart.

4.3. Degree-corrected stochastic blockmodels with affinity network structure
Here, we simulate a single dense three-block degree-corrected stochastic blockmodel graph

per Section 3.4, with two thousand nodes, equal membership probabilities, and block connec-
tivity matrix defined entrywise as Bii = 0.2 for all 1 ≤ i ≤ 3 and Bij = 0.1 for all i ̸= j. The
within-block edge probabilities are larger than the between-block edge probabilities which can
be interpreted as producing affinity network structure. The node-specific degree parameters are
drawn independently in the manner θi ∼ Uniform[0.25, 0.75] for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n. For each panel
in Fig. 2, two of the three latent factor dimensions are isolated along the standard coordinate
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(c) Vectors Ẑi when n = 104.
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(d) Vectors Ŷi when n = 104.

Fig. 1: Varimax-rotated left and right embeddings for two directed graphs. Embedding vectors are
uncentered. Latent vectors are scaled in agreement with Section 3.4. Dotted lines denote circles
with radii given by the reciprocals of the square-roots of the block membership probabilities.
Solid black circles denote the sample mean vectors computed for each block. Additional details
are provided in Section 4.2.

axes, with the one remaining dimension yielding coordinate values near the origin. This be-
havior generalizes to the same model having k ≥ 3 blocks, illustrating the concept of “simple
structure” (Thurstone, 1947) as well as the concept of approximate sparsity in embedding space
after performing dimensionality reduction.

4.4. Asymptotic variance and covariance expressions
The asymptotic covariance expressions in Theorems 1 to 3 are rather complicated in general.

For simplicity and concreteness, consider undirected stochastic blockmodel graphs generated
from the three-parameter model

B =

[
a b

· a

]
, 0 < b < a < 1; π = (π1, 1− π1)

T, 0 < π1 < 1.

In this setting, it happens to be possible to analytically compute the block-specific asymptotic
covariance matrices. In particular, for the first block, namely for the first community of nodes, a
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(b) View of dimensions two and three

Fig. 2: Varimax-rotated degree-corrected stochastic blockmodel embedding for one graph. Dot-
ted circles have radius equal to the magnitude of each block’s non-zero theoretical coordinate
centroid, while solid black circles denote empirical coordinate centroids. Additional details are
provided in Section 4.3.

calculation reveals that

Σ1 =


a3(1−a)(1−π1)+b3(1−b)π1

(a2−b2)2π2
1(1−π1)

−ab{a(1−a)+(a−b)(a+b−1)π1}
(a2−b2)2{π1(1−π1)}3/2

· a2bπ1+ab2(1−a−π1)
(a2−b2)2π1(1−π1)2

 .

For the second block, a similar calculation reveals that

Σ2 =


ab2π1+a2b(1−b−π1)
(a2−b2)2π2

1(1−π1)
−ab{b(1−b)+(a−b)(1−a−b)π1}

(a2−b2)2{π1(1−π1)}3/2

· a3(1−a)π1+b3(1−b)(1−π1)
(a2−b2)2π1(1−π1)2

 .

The determinants of the above covariance matrices, namely the generalized variances of the
respective distributions, are given by

det(Σ1) = det(Σ2) =
a(1− a) · b(1− b)

(a2 − b2)2 · π2
1(1− π1)2

.

The above expression succinctly reflects the near-degeneracy of the asymptotic covariance matri-
ces in situations where the underlying stochastic blockmodel is itself nearly degenerate, namely
when either b ≈ 0, b ≈ a, a ≈ 1, π1 ≈ 0, or π1 ≈ 1.
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Evaluating the above expressions for several choices of model parameters yields the following
examples of diverse covariance structure.

a = 3
4 , b =

1
4 , π1 =

1
4 , Σ1 =

[
7 −31/2

· 1

]
, Σ2 = Σ1;

a = 4
5 , b =

3
5 , π1 =

1
2 , Σ1

·
=

[
9.63 −9.79
· 10.77

]
, Σ2

·
=

[
10.77 −9.79
· 9.63

]
;

a = 8
10 , b =

3
10 , π1 =

4
10 , Σ1

·
=

[
2.37 −1.21
· 1.43

]
, Σ2

·
=

[
2.97 −1.28
· 1.20

]
.

5. EXTENSIONS

This paper considers stochastic blockmodel graphs having full-rank k × k connectivity ma-
trix B which is a widespread assumption in the literature. If instead rank(B) = r < k, then
modified versions of the results in Section 3 possibly still hold, though in such cases the k-
dimensional singular subspaces of the latent factor matrices Z and Y are mapped into lower
r-dimensional space for the population-level expectation term ZBY T, resulting in quantitatively
different varimax factor rotations and estimation properties. Broadly speaking, understanding
such rank-degenerate blockmodeling is desirable because it permits flexibility in the true num-
ber of embedding dimensions r and the true number of blocks or clusters k.

This paper establishes the asymptotic normality of individual vectors representing node em-
beddings. Recent related work establishes that standardized averages of spectral estimates for
the entries of B also exhibit asymptotic normality but with bias in the presence of rank degen-
eracy that is exacerbated by network sparsity (Tang et al., 2022). Similar behavior is anticipated
in the present paper when estimating the non-zero components of membership vectors via the
standardized block-conditional averages of the vectors Ẑ(j)

i ; indeed, for the data in Section 4.1,
conducting a per-block Shapiro–Wilk test for normality yields p-values larger than 0.2.

The findings in Section 3 possibly extend to non-blockmodel special cases of the more expres-
sive generalized random dot product graph setting in Rubin-Delanchy et al. (2022) which permits
more flexible latent variable modeling of networks beyond stochastic blockmodels. A challenge
with such general, flexible models regarding varimax factor rotations, however, is the typical
absence of even approximately sparse latent factor structure and the difficulty of establishing
identifiability conditions for estimation.

Rohe & Zeng (2023) develops theory and methods for more general data-generating mod-
els than stochastic blockmodels. Additional steps such as data centering, recentering, and row-
normalized varimax are discussed therein. In future work, it would be interesting to quantify the
asymptotic distributional properties of varimax-based estimators in such settings, which foresee-
ably would introduce additional complexities and technical challenges.

6. DISCUSSION

Stochastic blockmodels have attracted significant research interest in recent years at the time of
writing this paper. Despite their seemingly straightforward structure, the statistics community is
only now developing a more complete understanding of spectral-based inference for these base-
line statistical network models (Rohe et al., 2011; Lei & Rinaldo, 2015; Lei, 2016; Cape et al.,
2019a; Tang et al., 2022; Athreya et al., 2022). While stochastic blockmodels are of moderate
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interest in and of themselves, studying them ultimately provides points of departure for inves-
tigating more complex relational data and for moving beyond node clustering or the so-called
community detection problem.

Readers familiar with the statistical network analysis literature on spectral embedding will
notice that the results in this paper somewhat resemble those found in several existing works,
e.g., Athreya et al. (2016); Tang & Priebe (2018); Rubin-Delanchy et al. (2022). These related
works and others primarily establish the uniform asymptotic recovery of node embeddings and
asymptotic normality for sequences of vectors acted on by unknown linear transformations, typ-
ically indefinite or orthogonal transformations, which admit no general convergence properties
or obvious interpretability. Consequently, such results are more useful for informing clustering
methodology than for direct estimation in practice. In contrast, our results incorporate varimax
factor rotations with graph embeddings to enable more straightforward estimation modulo only
the set of signed permutation matrices P(·). Advantageously, the collection P(·) reflects the min-
imal possible necessary statistical non-uniqueness in general, since singular vectors in left-right
pairs are uniquely computed only up to a choice of sign and since blockmodels are unique only
up to globally permuting the latent cluster labels or the block coordinates.

In the undirected and degree-corrected stochastic blockmodel numerical examples, nodes
within the same graph share a common expected degree, hence preventing trivial degree-based
node clustering. In the directed stochastic blockmodel numerical example, separately applying
varimax to the estimated left and right singular vectors is shown to successfully recover left-right
directional membership heterogeneity. Our simulations make use of the true latent block mem-
berships which are asymptotically perfectly recoverable via k-means clustering in the present
semi-sparse regime nρ = ω(logc n). Moreover, the embedding dimension can be asymptotically
perfectly recovered via an elbow in the scree plot, namely via a demonstrable spectral gap.

This paper considers computing a truncated singular value decomposition of a given matrix A

to obtain estimated latent factor matrices Ẑ and Ŷ for Z and Y appearing in E(A | Z, Y ), per
Eq. (2). As such, the methods and results in this paper correspond to the so-called problem of
matrix denoising. Matrix denoising is distinct from the problem of covariance estimation in factor
models via principal components analysis. In particular, this paper allows for heteroskedasticity
in the underlying noise matrix, whereas it is well-known that heteroskedastic noise can pose
significant challenges for classical principal components analysis and factor analysis. Further
discussion and results to this effect can be found in, for example, Zhang et al. (2022); Yan et al.
(2021).

Unanswered questions abound. For example, the statistical properties of other common fac-
tor rotation methods, such as promax, quartimax, and equimax, are not fully developed, even
for semiparametric factor models. The present paper does not consider the optional row-
normalization step in varimax which remains popular with practitioners and whose theoreti-
cal properties are incompletely understood. For networks specifically, this paper considers low-
dimensional embeddings derived from adjacency matrices, while the widespread success and
popularity of graph Laplacians makes them natural candidates to consider together with vari-
max rotations. In this direction, it has been shown that Laplacian-based analyses perform well
empirically, even for high-dimensional, relatively sparse data matrices, e.g., see Rohe & Zeng
(2023); Chen & Rohe (2020). That being said, their theoretical properties can be quite challeng-
ing to analyze, e.g., see Tang & Priebe (2018). These are but a few of the many open problems
in contemporary multivariate analysis.
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7. SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL

7.1. Asymptotic normality in varimax-transformed undirected graph embeddings
Proof of Theorem 1. This proof proceeds via matrix eigendecompositions, or equivalently,

spectral decompositions. This choice is primarily for convenience; we emphasize that the anal-
ysis also holds for matrix singular value decompositions, with only minor notational modifica-
tions, since the matrices A and B of primary interest are real-valued and symmetric.

Given the full-rank symmetric matrix of probabilities B ∈ (0, 1)k×k, write its spectral decom-
position as

B = UBΛBU
T
B = UB ·

(
|ΛB|1/2 · J · |ΛB|1/2

)
· UT

B,

where the k × k orthogonal matrix UB consists of columns that are unit-norm eigenvectors of
B, the k × k diagonal matrix ΛB contains the eigenvalues of B arranged in decreasing order,
| · | denotes the entrywise absolute value operation, and J is the k × k diagonal matrix J =
diag(1p,−1q) when B has p positive eigenvalues and q negative eigenvalues, hence p+ q = k.
The matrix UB is not uniquely defined, modulo column-wise signflips and up to subspace basis
non-uniqueness if B has repeated eigenvalues, but this non-uniqueness poses no appreciable
problem throughout the proof due to appropriate invariances, the consideration of certain matrix
products, and the bounding of subspace distances.

By hypothesis, the sparse latent factor matrix Z ∈ {0, 1}n×k consists of independent, iden-
tically distributed k-dimensional random latent factor vectors Zi ∼ G = Multinomial(1;π)
whence Zi ∈ {e1, . . . , ek} and where π ∈ Rk is a fixed probability vector in the interior of the
unit simplex. Now, define the matrix of coefficients TB = |ΛB|1/2 · UT

B , and for each index i
define the k-dimensional random vector ξi = TB · Zi. Write X = [ξ1, . . . , ξn]

T ∈ Rn×k as the
matrix whose rows are the vectors ξi, hence ZBZT = XJXT almost surely. At the population
level, E(A | Z) = E(A | X).

For semi-sparse undirected stochastic blockmodel graphs satisfying nρ = ω(logc n) with
positive-definite connectivity matrix B, it holds as in (Cape et al., 2019a, Theorem 3) that for
any fixed index i, the sequence of random vectors of the form

nρ1/2
{
WT

Z ·
(
WU Ûi − Ui

)
| Zi = eℓ

}
converges in distribution to a mean zero multivariate Gaussian random vector as n → ∞, where
(i) the explicit asymptotic covariance matrix depends on the block membership of the i-th node,
indicated by eℓ, and (ii) the orthogonal matrices WZ and WU , implicitly indexed by n, form
sequences denoted by (WZ), (WU ) ⊂ O(k). Here, the column vector Ûi is the i-th row of the
matrix Û consisting of the top-k unit norm eigenvectors of A. Similarly, the column vector Ui

is the i-th row of the matrix U consisting of the top-k unit norm eigenvectors of E(A | Z). This
existing result does not involve varimax factor rotations.

In this proof, we shall first generalize the above asymptotic normality result to hold for all
full-rank stochastic blockmodels, not only those having positive-definite connectivity matrices
B. In other words, we shall first extend the existing result (Cape et al., 2019a, Theorem 3); the
minor distinction between fixed versus generated block memberships is immaterial here. Our
extension will be achieved by revisiting and rewriting matrix factorizations involving U and Λ−1

as equivalent, properly oriented matrix factorizations involving X and J . To this end, it will be
convenient to work with the reparametrization and minor change of notation established at the
start of this proof.
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Let P denote the matrix E(A | Z), equivalently E(A | X), which in terms of X is written as
P = ρXJXT and which has rank k almost surely. Denote the skinny spectral decomposition of
P by UΛUT, whence it follows that P † = UΛ−1UT is the necessarily unique Moore–Penrose
inverse of P . Consequently, by standard properties of the Moore–Penrose inverse,

UΛ−1UT = P † = (ρXJXT)† = ρ−1(XT)†J†X† = ρ−1X(XTX)−1J(XTX)−1XT.

Squaring the matrix UΛ−1UT yields

UΛ−2UT = ρ−2X(XTX)−1J(XTX)−1J(XTX)−1XT,

which is a positive-semidefinite matrix, hence there exists a k × k orthogonal matrix WX such
that

UΛ−1WX = ρ−1X(XTX)−1J(XTX)−1/2.

Let E = A− P , hence it follows that

EUΛ−1WU = E
(
UΛ−1WX

)
WT

XWU = ρ−1EX(XTX)−1J(XTX)−1/2WT
XWU .

By taking the above display equation and proceeding via the same perturbation analysis approach
as in (Cape et al., 2019a, Supplement), we obtain the key matrix identity(

ÛWT
U − U

)
WX = ρ−1EX(XTX)−1J(XTX)−1/2 + E′WT

UWX ,

where E′ ∈ Rn×k denotes a residual matrix of smaller order in maximum Euclidean row norm.
Namely, the i-th row vector in the above display equation, when written as a column vector and
scaled by nρ1/2, satisfies

nρ1/2WT
X

(
WU Ûi − Ui

)
= (n−1XTX)−1/2J(n−1XTX)−1

{
(nρ)−1/2(EX)i

}
+ oP(1),

(13)
where the notation χ1 = χ2 + oP(1) conveys ∥χ1 − χ2∥ℓ2 = oP(1) as n → ∞. Hence, by an
application of the multivariate central limit theorem and Slutsky’s theorem, the sequence of ran-
dom vectors of the form

nρ1/2
{
WT

X ·
(
WU Ûi − Ui

)
| Zi = eℓ

}
(14)

converges in distribution to a multivariate normal random vector with mean zero and covari-
ance matrix ∆

−1/2
X J∆−1

X · Eξ{gρ∞(ξ, TBeℓ)} ·∆−1
X J∆

−1/2
X as n → ∞. Here, ∆X = E(ξξT) ∈

Rk×k where ξ ∼ TBG, while gρ∞(ξ, x) = (xTJξ) · (1− ρ∞xTJξ) · ξξT. Recall that by assump-
tion, nρ = ω(logc n) with ρ = ρn ∈ (0, 1] and ρn → ρ∞ ∈ {0, 1}. In words, the asymptotic co-
variance matrix differs between the dense graph regime ρ = 1 and the semi-sparse graph regime
ρ → 0, exhibiting larger asymptotic variability in the latter case.

The next step of the proof is to synthesize the above perturbation analysis together with the
effect of varimax factor rotations. Our approach will make use of existing strong consistency
results, namely ℓ2,∞ uniform row-wise error bounds. We shall also need to demonstrate suitable
orthogonal alignment of certain matrix terms appearing in perturbation expressions.

Towards this end, first observe that UWX = (UΛUT) · (UΛ−1WX) = X(XTX)−1/2, hence
for each fixed index i it holds almost surely that

WT
X · n1/2Ui = (n−1XTX)−1/2Xi = (n−1XTX)−1/2 · TB · Zi.

At the same time, WU denotes the closest k-dimensional orthogonal matrix approximation
to UTÛ which satisfies the operator norm bound ∥UTÛ −WU∥op = OP

{
(nρ)−1

}
per (Cape
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et al., 2019a, Eq. (S2) in Supplement). Furthermore, applying (Cape et al., 2019a, Theorem 1)
yields the maximum Euclidean row norm bound ∥Û − UWU∥2,∞ = oP

(
n−1/2

)
. Consequently,

n1/2∥Û∥2,∞ = OP(1) since n1/2∥U∥2,∞ is bounded with overwhelming probability. Thus, since
Ẑi = n1/2RT

Û
Ûi and X = ZTT

B , it follows that

WT
XWU · n1/2Ûi

= WT
X

(
UTÛ

)
· n1/2Ûi + oP

{
(nρ)−1/2

}
= (XTX)−1/2XT · Û

(
R

Û
RT

Û

)
· n1/2Ûi + oP

{
(nρ)−1/2

}
=

(
n−1XTX

)−1/2 · TB ·
(
n−1ZTẐ

)
· Ẑi + oP

{
(nρ)−1/2

}
.

Given the asymptotic normality of the eigenvector components in Eq. (14), an application of
Slutsky’s theorem together with several steps of algebra yields that

(nρ)1/2
{(

n−1ZTẐ
)
· Ẑi − Zi | Zi = eℓ

}
is asymptotically normal with mean zero. In particular, necessarily (n−1ZTẐ) · Ẑi → Zi in
probability given Zi = eℓ, since otherwise we obtain a contradiction to the established conver-
gence in distribution to a multivariate normal random vector.

For any choice of ΠZ ∈ P(k), adding and subtracting Z diag(π)−1/2ΠZ below gives(
n−1ZTẐ

)
=

(
n−1ZTZ

)
diag(π)−1/2ΠZ + n−1ZT

(
Ẑ − Z diag(π)−1/2ΠZ

)
. (15)

The law of large numbers guarantees that
(
n−1ZTZ

)
→ diag(π) almost surely as n → ∞. Fur-

thermore, (Rohe & Zeng, 2023, Corollary C.1) establishes that there exists a sequence of signed
permutation matrices (ΠZ) ⊂ P(k) such that

max
1≤i≤n

∥∥∥(Ẑ − Z diag(π)−1/2ΠZ

)
i

∥∥∥
ℓ2

= oP(1).

For this same sequence of signed permutation matrices, properties of the ℓ2,∞ norm yield∥∥∥n−1ZT

(
Ẑ − Z diag(π)−1/2ΠZ

)∥∥∥
2,∞

≤
∥∥n−1ZT

∥∥
∞,∞ ·

∥∥∥Ẑ − Z diag(π)−1/2ΠZ

∥∥∥
2,∞

,

hence, ∥∥∥n−1ZT

(
Ẑ − Z diag(π)−1/2ΠZ

)∥∥∥
2,∞

= oP(1),

where ∥ · ∥2,∞ again denotes the maximum Euclidean row norm of a matrix, where ∥ ·
∥∞,∞ denotes the maximum absolute row sum of a matrix, and where we have used the
fact that

∥∥n−1ZT
∥∥
∞,∞ ≤ 1 almost surely. Moreover, ΠZẐi → diag(π)−1/2Zi in probabil-

ity, recalling that diag(π)−1/2Zi = Z̆i with Zi = eℓ. Taken together and by writing Zi =
diag(π)1/2 diag(π)−1/2Zi, these deductions imply that

(nρ)1/2
{
ΠZ · Ẑi − Z̆i | Zi = eℓ

}
is asymptotically multivariate normal as n → ∞. By tracing through the proof and again appeal-
ing to Slutsky’s theorem, the asymptotic covariance matrix is given by{

diag(π)−1/2 · T−1
B · J ·∆−1

X

}
· Eξ{gρ∞(ξ, TBeℓ)} ·

{
∆−1

X · J · (T−1
B )T · diag(π)−1/2

}
.
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To reiterate, here π is the block membership probability vector for the latent factor vectors,
here TB = |ΛB|1/2UT

B is defined such that B = TT
BJTB where J = diag(1p,−1q) ∈ Rk×k,

here ∆X = E(ξξT) where ξ has distribution given by TBG, and gρ∞(ξ, x) = (xTJξ) · (1−
ρ∞xTJξ) · ξξT where ρ∞ ∈ {0, 1}. This concludes the proof. □

7.2. Asymptotic normality in varimax-transformed directed graph embeddings
Proof of Theorem 2. By hypothesis, consider directed stochastic blockmodels having edge

probabilities given by the matrix E(A | Z, Y ) = ρZBY T, consisting of independent, identi-
cally distributed left latent factor vectors Zi ∼ G = Multinomial(1;πZ) and independent, iden-
tically distributed right latent factor vectors Yi ∼ H = Multinomial(1;πY ) and where Zi is
independent of Yi for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n. Write the singular value decomposition of the full-rank
k × k matrix B as B = UBSBV

T
B . Define the random vectors ξi = TΞ · Zi = S

1/2
B UT

B · Zi and
υi = TΥ · Yi = S

1/2
B V T

B · Yi to form the rows of Ξ and Υ, whence ZBY T = ΞΥT almost surely.
Consequently, E(A | Z, Y ) = E(A | Ξ,Υ) which for convenience shall be denoted simply by P .

By extending the proof analysis found in Section 7.1 and in the supplementary material of
Cape et al. (2019a) to the case of directed graphs and their truncated singular value decomposi-
tions, we obtain the key expression

nρ1/2 ·WT
Υ

(
WV Ûi −WV W

T
UUi

)
= (n−1ΞTΞ)−1/2(n−1ΥTΥ)−1

{
(nρ)−1/2(EΥ)i

}
+ oP(1)

(16)
which generalizes Eq. (13). Eq. (16) can alternatively be established with the help of Theorem 9
in Yan et al. (2021). In the above display equation, WU minimizes ∥Û − UW∥F over all k ×
k orthogonal matrices W . Separately, WV minimizes ∥V̂ − VW∥F over all k × k orthogonal
matrices W . Here, WΥ denotes the orthogonal matrix satisfying

V S−1WΥ = ρ−1(ΥTΥ)−1(ΞTΞ)−1/2,

hence UWΥ = (USV T) · (V S−1WΥ) = Ξ(ΞTΞ)−1/2. By analogy, for the orthogonal matrix
WΞ, it holds that US−1WΞ = ρ−1(ΞTΞ)−1(ΥTΥ)−1/2 and so VWΞ = Υ(ΥTΥ)−1/2.

A routine computation shows ∥UTÛ −WU∥op ≤ ∥Û ÛT − UUT∥2op = OP

{
(nρ)−1

}
and

similarly ∥V TV̂ −WV ∥op = OP

{
(nρ)−1

}
, where the stated bounds hold by an application of

Wedin’s theorem, see for example (Chen et al., 2021, Theorem 2.9).
Next, consider the expansion

WT
ΥWV

= WT
ΥV

TV̂ + oP

{
(nρ)−1/2

}
= WT

ΥWΞW
T
ΞV

TV̂ + oP

{
(nρ)−1/2

}
= WT

ΥWΞ(Υ
TΥ)−1/2ΥTV̂ + oP

{
(nρ)−1/2

}
= WT

ΥWΞ · (n−1ΥTΥ)−1/2 · TΥ · n−1
(
Y T · n1/2V̂ R

V̂

)
RT

V̂
+ oP

{
(nρ)−1/2

}
= WT

ΥWΞ · (n−1ΥTΥ)−1/2 · TΥ ·
(
n−1Y TŶ

)
RT

V̂
+ oP

{
(nρ)−1/2

}
.
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Crucially, on the right-hand side, the leftmost matrix product can be expanded as

WT
ΥWΞ

= WT
ΥU

TUV TVWΞ

= (ΞTΞ)−1/2ΞT · (UV T) ·Υ(ΥTΥ)−1/2

= (ΞTΞ)−1/2 · (TΞZ
T) · (UV T) · (Y TT

Υ) · (ΥTΥ)−1/2

= (ΞTΞ)−1/2 · (TΞZ
T) ·

(
n−1Z(ZTZ)−1/2R̃T

U R̃V (Y
TY )−1/2Y T

)
· (Y TT

Υ) · (ΥTΥ)−1/2,

where the orthogonal matrix R̃T
U consists of the left singular vectors of the matrix

(n−1ZTZ)1/2B(n−1Y TY )1/2 and R̃V consists of the corresponding right singular vectors.
The matrix product (n−1Y TY )−1/2(n−1Y TY )TT

Υ(n
−1ΥTΥ)−1/2(n−1ΥTΥ)−1/2TΥ =

(n−1Y TY )−1/2 converges to diag(πY )
−1/2 almost surely as n → ∞ by the law of large

numbers. Moreover, by the same proof strategy used to analyze Eq. (15), there exists a sequence
of signed permutation matrices (ΠY ) ⊂ P(k) indexed by n such that (n−1Y TŶ )ΠT

Y converges
to diag(πY )

1/2. By putting the pieces together and with a slight abuse of notation,

WT
ΥWV · (n1/2Ûi)

=
{
∆

−1/2
Ξ TΞ diag(πZ)

1/2
}
·
(
R̃T

U R̃V ΠY R
T

V̂
R

Û

)
·
(
n1/2RT

Û
Ûi

)
+ oP

{
(nρ)−1/2

}
.

Above, we are using the fact that ∥Û − UWU∥2,∞ = oP
(
n−1/2

)
and consequently

n1/2∥Û∥2,∞ = OP(1) since n1/2∥U∥2,∞ is bounded with overwhelming probability, as in the
setting of undirected stochastic blockmodels. Similarly, ∥V̂ − VWV ∥2,∞ = oP

(
n−1/2

)
and

n1/2∥V̂ ∥2,∞ = OP(1).
Next, observe that for any choice of sequence (ΠZ) ⊂ P(k), for each value of n,(

R̃T
U R̃V ΠY R

T

V̂
R

Û

)
ΠT

Z = ΠZR
T

Û
·
(
R

Û
ΠT

ZR̃
T
U

)
·
(
R

V̂
ΠT

Y R̃
T
V

)T

·R
Û
ΠT

Z ,

hence choosing the sequences (ΠZ) and (ΠY ) per Rohe & Zeng (2023) yields that the matrix
product in the preceding display equation converges in probability to the identity matrix in the
large-n limit.

In a similar fashion, and with slight abuse of notation, it also holds that

WT
U ·

(
n1/2Ui

)
=

(
R

Û
RT

Û

)
· ÛTU ·

(
n1/2Ui

)
+ oP

{
(nρ)−1/2

}
= R

Û

(
n1/2RT

Û
ÛT

)
· (UWΥW

T
Υ) · Ui + oP

{
(nρ)−1/2

}
= R

Û

(
n1/2RT

Û
ÛT

)
· Ξ (ΞTΞ)−1 · Ξi + oP

{
(nρ)−1/2

}
= R

Û

(
n1/2RT

Û
ÛT

)
· ZTT

Ξ (TΞZ
TZTT

Ξ )
−1 · TΞZi + oP

{
(nρ)−1/2

}
= R

Û

(
n1/2RT

Û
ÛT

)
· Z (ZTZ)−1 · Zi + oP

{
(nρ)−1/2

}
= R

Û

(
n−1ZTẐ

)T

·
(
n−1ZTZ

)−1 · Zi + oP

{
(nρ)−1/2

}
= R

Û
ΠT

Z · Z̆i + oP(1),
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where ΠZ ·
(
n−1ZTẐ

)T

· Zi converges to diag(π)1/2Zi given Zi = eℓ by an analogous argu-
ment as in the preceding proof, leveraging the asymptotic normality arising from Eq. (16). Con-
sequently, there exists a sequence of signed permutation matrices (ΠZ) ⊂ P(k) such that for
each fixed index i, the sequence of random vectors

(nρ)1/2
{
ΠZ · Ẑi − Z̆i | Zi = eℓ

}
converges in distribution to a multivariate Gaussian random vector with mean zero and covari-
ance matrix given by{

diag(πZ)
−1/2 · T−1

Ξ ·∆−1
Υ

}
· Eυ {gρ∞(υ, TΞeℓ)} ·

{
∆−1

Υ · (T−1
Ξ )T · diag(πZ)−1/2

}
.

By transposing the proof arguments to instead analyze Ŷj , there exists a sequence of signed
permutation matrices (ΠY ) ⊂ P(k) such that for each fixed index j, the sequence of random
vectors of the form

(nρ)1/2
{
ΠY · Ŷj − Y̆j | Yj = eℓ

}
converges in distribution to a multivariate Gaussian random vector with mean zero and covari-
ance matrix given by{

diag(πY )
−1/2 · T−1

Υ ·∆−1
Ξ

}
· Eξ {gρ∞(ξ, TΥeℓ)} ·

{
∆−1

Ξ · (T−1
Υ )T · diag(πY )−1/2

}
. (17)

To reiterate, here πZ and πY denote the block membership probability vectors for the left
and right latent factor vectors Zi and Yj . The matrices of coefficients TΞ and TΥ defined in
terms of B satisfy B = TT

ΞTΥ. Here, ∆Ξ = E(ξξT) where ξ ∼ TΞG and ∆Υ = E(υυT) with
υ ∼ TΥH, while gρ∞(α, β) = (βTα) · (1− ρ∞βTα) · ααT depends on ρ∞ ∈ {0, 1} and takes
k-dimensional input vectors α, β. This concludes the proof. □

7.3. Asymptotic normality in varimax-transformed degree-corrected graph embeddings
Proof outline of Theorem 3. The proof proceeds in the same manner as in Section 7.1 but in-

stead by replacing Zi with θi · Zi, properly scaling, and then finally integrating over all val-
ues b ∈ suppF . The compactness assumption precludes potential degenerate behavior near the
boundary. Here, the integration step arises due to the general inability to condition on events of
the form {θi · Zi = x} for fixed vectors x, since the distribution F need not be discrete. □
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